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Company Changes
I’m excited to announce that we have recently introduced several
changes to our management structure. This has taken a couple of years
behind the scenes, planning around the succession of our founding
directors, allowing us to focus on the strategic direction of the business.
All three will remain active within the company with Robert Sanders
now our Chief Finance Officer (CFO), David Rickman our Chief Contracts
Officer (CCO) and myself now Chief Executive Officer (CEO).

in This issue

Daniel Rickman has joined our board of directors, assuming the role of
Managing Director and Paul Mackett remains as our Sales & Estimating
Director.

Selfridges

Paul is well-known to all of our customers already, having joined our
business in 1998 and leading our estimating team since. He has worked
successfully as a member of our board for nearly 20 years.
Daniel has been with Structura full-time for eight years (part-time since
childhood!) and has worked within almost every department here from
on-site and within our factory to the contract management of some of
our most prestigious works and as General Manager for Kalwall within
the UK & Ireland. Most recently he has led our executive team through
the challenges of the global pandemic and the development of our new
management structure.
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With a drive and determinism and knowledge of each department, both
are in an excellent position to carry on the great strides we’ve been
making as a company in terms of projects and our sustainability goals.
Daniel and Paul will be supported by our senior management team of
Associate Directors. This comprises Anne Beal (Finance), David Sanders
(Factory), Mark Restall (Main Works), David Beal (Small Works), Mike Ford
(Technical), Simon Keam (Estimating) and Arnaud François (Design).
For more information, you can read our ‘Guide to Structura’ brochure,
which is downloadable from our website. This details the above changes
as well as providing our clients and colleagues with an overview of our
business, focussing on why we are a strong partner for their works.
Thank you for your interest in our business, we’re looking forward to
driving into the next phase of Structura and appreciate your continued
support.
Kind regards,
Manny Patel CEO - Structura UK
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Selfridges
London

This was a highly prestigious project, working alongside
Galliford Try on the new Selfridges store, immediately adjacent
to their landmark Oxford Street premises.
This job was unique as we were appointed to install
continuous curtain wall to the inside of the new stone column
façade. Externally, this creates an appearance of minimal
framing and maximum glazing. The interior concrete slabs
were extended to add an additional 200mm to the floor space
to increase the footprint within the original structure. We also
designed and supplied curtain walling for a new inset top floor
break-out area to further increase the usable space.
On the ground floor, we installed double-height glazing
screens to the new Hugo Boss retail area, as well as automatic
and pass-through doors.
We created a full-scale mock-up at our factory in Chessington.
This 6 metre high model meant the family owners of Selfridges
could visualise and sign off our detailing.
Although highly unusual to install a curtain wall to the interior
fabric of the building, it has created a stone and glass façade
to reflect the historic shopfront of the adjacent building.

Franks Ice cream
Ammanford, Wales

This is a landmark manufacturing facility for a small
industrial estate in West Wales. It’s a beautiful building,
designed to entertain high value clients and develop
products in a purpose-built, state-of-the-art facility.
Our consultation was key for the solar heat gain design of
the premises. Through the production of daylight models
and glare analysis reports, the client followed our advice
to utilise Kalwall within the glazed screens in order to
minimise the heat build-up within the production space.
Installing this in our Raico + Kalwall system allowed us to
provide vision glazing where required and utilise Kalwall
translucent panels where solar control was preferred,
maximising the daylight in the space without the
associated heat build-up.
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Apex House
Reading

Once voted Reading’s most unpopular building, Structura was
contracted as PC to retrofit the façade of the former Apex Plaza. The
£5.5m+ project was conducted with the building occupied, involving
many weekends work.
Works included a complete reglazing of all external windows with
solar controlled glass, respraying all elevations of the 6-floor site
from the striking pink granite by our refinishing team and a complete
revamp of the main entrance. All redundant glass units were
recycled, supporting our efforts to reduce the embodied carbon in
our operations.
The overhaul is in the final stages and will complete this summer.

Oxford Street
London

Lendlease started their works on site for this project back in
2018, completing the works with large 6x3m shop fronts, which
were later segregated and sold separately.
Structura was then employed to match the drawings on
completed work under stringent planning permission
restrictions to install a one-off entrance. After coordinating
night-time major road and pavement closures to extract the
current large glass front, the work could begin.
Once the current curtain wall was adapted, two mullions were
added to create a new door opening to match the others in the
building. The outsourced steel frames and in-house intricate
castellated aluminium trims were installed over the space of a
week alongside the side panel glass window.
A shining example of what the small works team does best intricate and specialist work
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Got a project you’d like to discuss?
Want to find out more about Structura or Kalwall?
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